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NOT IN JEST 
 
A young daughter from one the last crop of one of the most sought-after broodmare 
sires around, Not In Jest is a sister to a brilliant grade one winner, and out of a grade 
one winner. 

Not in Jest is a member of the final crop sired by Unbridled’s Song. The current 
Leading Sire for 2017, Unbridled’s Song is responsible for more than 115 stakes 
winners, 22 grade one winners, among them World Champion Arrogate, Eclipse 
Award Champions Will Take Charge and Midshipman, and Breeders’ Cup winners 
Liam’s Map, Unrivaled Belle, and Unbridled Elaine. Unbridled’s Song has become a 
prized broodmare sire, and there are already nearly 140 stakes winners out of his 
daughters, 13 grade one, including Moonshine Memories, an undefeated multiple 
grade one winning two-year-old of 2017, as well as Tourist, Carpe Diem, General 
Quarters, The Lumber Guy, and Unbridled Command.  
 
Not in Jest is a sister to the spectacular Cross Traffic, who defeated Breeders’ Cup 
Classic (gr. I) winners Mucho Macho Man and Fort Larned in the Whitney Invitational 
Handicap (gr. I), and was beaten inches in the Metropolitan Handicap (gr. I) while 
running a 116 Beyer Speed Figure. Not in Jest is also a sister to stakes placed Bianco 
Tartufo and half-sister to the very rapid multiple stakes winning filly Thirteen Arrows, 
to stakes winner Exodus, and to stakes placed Into My Soul.  
 
Stop Traffic, the dam of Not in Jest, was also a tremendously talented runner, 
winning the Ballerina Handicap (gr. I) by seven lengths over Runup the Colors and 
the Santa Monica Handicap (gr. I).  
 
There is tremendous upside potential in the first dam here. Stop Traffic herself has a 
2017 filly by Midnight Lute. Looking at her daughters, Bianco Tartufo, a sister to Not 
in Jest, has a yearling filly by Sky Mesa, a colt foal by Speightstown and is bred back 
to Sky Mesa; Fame and Fortune, another sister to Not in Jest, is dam of a Bernardini 
colt foal and is bred to Honor Code; Stop the Lights, a multiple winner producing 
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Storm Cat mare has a two-year-old colt by Midnight Lute and a yearling filly by Will 
Take Charge; and Thirteen Arrows is bred to Medaglia d’Oro for her first foal. 


